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Classical and free infinite divisibility for Boolean
stable laws
Octavio Arizmendi∗and Takahiro Hasebe†
Abstract
We completely determine the free infinite divisibility for the Boolean stable law
which is parametrized by a stability index α and an asymmetry coefficient ρ. We
prove that the Boolean stable law is freely infinitely divisible if and only if one of the
following conditions holds: 0 < α ≤ 12 ;
1
2 < α ≤
2
3 and 2−
1
α ≤ ρ ≤
1
α−1; α = 1, ρ =
1
2 . Positive Boolean stable laws corresponding to ρ = 1 and α ≤
1
2 have completely
monotonic densities and they are both freely and classically infinitely divisible. We
also show that continuous Boolean convolutions of positive Boolean stable laws with
different stability indices are also freely and classically infinitely divisible. Boolean
stable laws, free stable laws and continuous Boolean convolutions of positive Boolean
stable laws are non-trivial examples whose free divisibility indicators are infinity.
We also find that the free multiplicative convolution of Boolean stable laws is again
a Boolean stable law.
Mathematics Subject Classification: 46L54, 60E07
1 Introduction
In probability theory, infinitely divisible distributions play a central role since they arise
as the limit distributions of very general limit theorems. In free probability theory [17, 18]
there is an analogous notion of infinite divisibility. Moreover, the so-called Bercovici-Pata
bijection [8] maps classically infinitely divisible probability measures to freely infinitely
divisible ones. Let ID(∗) be the class of all classically infinitely divisible distributions on
R and ID(⊞) be the class of all freely infinitely divisible distributions on R.
Classically and freely infinitely divisible probability measures are typically quite dif-
ferent. For example, measures in ID(⊞) cannot have more than one atom, while there are
many examples of purely atomic measures in ID(∗). Also, there are many measures in
ID(⊞) with compact support, while every non trivial measure in ID(∗) has unbounded
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support. So one might expect that, perhaps with very particular exceptions, some proba-
bility measures belong to the “classical world” and some to the “free world”. This paper,
however, discovers a family of measures lying on the intersection of ID(⊞) and ID(∗).
More interestingly, the examples considered here come from the “Boolean world”, another
framework of non-commutative probability.
The Boolean convolution was defined in [16] and Boolean stable laws, denoted by bρα,
were classified. Here α is the stability index and ρ is an asymmetry coefficient (see Section
2 below).
In this paper we consider the classical and free infinite divisibility of Boolean stable
laws. On the free probability side, we completely determine which Boolean stable laws
are freely infinitely divisible.
Theorem 1.1. The Boolean stable law bρα is freely infinitely divisible if and only if:
(1) 0 < α ≤ 1
2
,
(2) 1
2
< α ≤ 2
3
, 2− 1
α
≤ ρ ≤ 1
α
− 1,
(3) α = 1, ρ = 1
2
.
We use analytical methods to prove Theorem 1.1 but also show a reproducing property
of Boolean stable laws from which one can give a much simpler proof of part (1) in
Theorem 1.1, when α = 1/n, for n an integer greater than 1.
Boolean stable laws not only provide new examples of measures which are infinitely
divisible in the free sense but also in the classical one. More explicitly, we prove the
following.
Theorem 1.2. Boolean stable laws on [0,∞) are ∗-infinitely divisible for α ≤ 1/2.
Until now, there were only 5 known examples of measures in ID(⊞)∩ ID(∗): Cauchy
distribution, free 1/2-stable law, Gaussian, chi-square with one degree of freedom, F -
distribution with 1,2 degrees of freedom [3, 6, 15]. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 give a family
of probability measures which are infinitely divisible with respect to both classical and
free convolutions. Moreover, continuous Boolean convolutions of Boolean stable laws also
belong to ID(⊞) ∩ ID(∗) as we prove in Theorems 3.5 and 4.6 below.
Theorem 1.1 has another consequence regarding the free divisibility indicator of Be-
linschi and Nica [7] (see Section 2 for a brief explanation on this indicator). Recently, we
were able to prove in [2] that any Boolean stable law bρα has free divisibility indicator 0
or ∞, depending on whether or not bρα is in ID(⊞). The first non trivial example of a
measure with divisibility indicator ∞ was found from this observation: free and Boolean
stable laws with parameter 1/2. Theorem 1.1 broadly generalizes the result of [2].
Apart from this introduction this note is organized as follows. Section 2 presents basic
preliminaries needed in this paper. In Section 3 we consider the free infinite divisibility
of Boolean stable laws and continuous Boolean convolutions of them. In Section 4, we
prove the classical infinite divisibility of some Boolean stable laws. Finally, Section 5 is
on a reproducing property of Boolean stable laws with respect to the free multiplicative
convolution.
2
2 Preliminaries
Boolean convolution and Boolean stable laws
We denote by P the set of Borel probability measures on R. The upper half-plane and the
lower half-plane are respectively denoted by C+ and C−. Let Gµ(z) =
∫
R
µ(dx)
z−x
(z ∈ C+)
be the Cauchy transform of µ ∈ P and Fµ(z) its reciprocal
1
Gµ(z)
. The dilation operator
Db (b > 0) is defined on P so that∫
R
f(x)Db(µ)(dx) =
∫
R
f(bx)µ(dx)
for any bounded, continuous function f on R.
The Boolean convolution ⊎ was defined in [16] as follows. Let Kµ(z) be the energy
function defined by
Kµ(z) = z − Fµ(z), z ∈ C
+
for µ ∈ P. The Boolean convolution µ ⊎ ν is characterized by Kµ⊎ν(z) = Kµ(z) +Kν(z).
A Boolean convolution semigroup {µ⊎t}t≥0 can always be defined for any probability
measure µ, corresponding to the energy transform tKµ.
Boolean stable laws can be defined in terms of self-similarity. We include only non
trivial measures, that is, measures which are different from a point measure δa.
Definition 2.1. 1) A non trivial measure µ is said to be Boolean (or ⊎-) strictly stable
if µ ⊎ µ = D21/α(µ) for some α. We call α the index of stability.
2) A non trivial measure is said to be ⊎-stable if µ ⊎ δa is ⊎-strictly stable for some
a ∈ R.
Boolean strictly stable distributions were characterized in [16] in terms of the energy
function. General ⊎-stable distributions can be classified as follows.
Theorem 2.2. Probability measures {bρα : α ∈ (0, 2], ρ ∈ [0, 1]} defined by the following
energy functions are ⊎-stable:
i) K(z) = −eiπραz−α+1 for α ∈ (0, 1) and ρ ∈ [0, 1];
ii) K(z) = −2ρi+ 2(2ρ−1)
π
log z for α = 1 and ρ ∈ [0, 1];
iii) K(z) = ei(α−2)ρπz−α+1 for α ∈ (1, 2] and ρ ∈ [0, 1].
The index of stability of bρα is α. For any ⊎-stable law µ, there exist a ∈ R, b > 0, α ∈
(0, 2], ρ ∈ [0, 1] such that µ = δa ⊎Db(b
ρ
α).
As shown in [2], the transformation µ 7→ δa ⊎Db(µ) does not change the free infinite
divisibility (free divisibility indicator, more strongly), so that the above cases i)–iii) are
enough for our purpose.
The parameter ρ is called an asymmetry coefficient of a ⊎-stable law. The measure
bρα is supported on [0,∞) if and only if ρ = 1, α ∈ (0, 1] and it is symmetric if and only
if ρ = 1
2
.
3
Free additive convolution
The free additive convolution ⊞ was introduced by Voiculescu in [17] for compactly sup-
ported measures on R and is defined as follows. If X1, X2 are free random variables
following probability distributions µ1, µ2 respectively, then the probability distribution of
X1+X2 is denoted by µ1⊞µ2 and is called the free additive convolution. The free additive
convolution was later extended to all probability measures in [10] and it is characterized
as follows.
For any β > 0, there exists M > 0 such that the reciprocal Cauchy transform Fµ has
a right inverse map F−1µ defined in Γβ,M := {z ∈ C
+ : Im z > M, β|Re z| < Im z}. Let
φµ(z) be the Voiculescu transform of µ defined by
φµ(z) = F
−1
µ (z)− z, z ∈ Γβ,M .
The free convolution µ ⊞ ν of probability measures µ and ν is the unique probability
measure such that φµ⊞ν(z) = φµ(z) + φν(z) in a common domain.
Free infinite divisibility and divisibility indicator
Definition 2.3. A probability measure µ is said to be freely (or ⊞-) infinitely divisible if
for each n ∈ N there exist µn ∈ P such that µ = µ
⊞n
n . We will denote by ID(⊞) the set
of ⊞-infinitely divisible measures.
It is known that a probability measure µ belongs to ID(⊞) if and only if φµ extends
analytically to C+ with values in C−∪R. The free infinite divisibility of µ is also equivalent
to the existence of probability measures µ⊞t for 0 ≤ t < ∞ which satisfy φµ⊞t(z) =
tφµ(z) [10], while the partial semigroup {µ
⊞t}t≥1 always exists for any µ ∈ P [14].
A particularly important subset of ID(⊞) is the class of free regular measures.
Definition 2.4. A probability measure µ is free regular if µ⊞t exists as a probability
measure on [0,∞) for all t > 0.
The importance of this class is based on the following properties: this class coincides
with the distributions of free subordinators; this class is closed under free multiplicative
convolution [3]. Moreover,
Theorem 2.5. Let µ be free regular and σ be freely infinitely divisible. Then µ ⊠ σ is
freely infinitely divisible.
Recall that the semigroup {Bt}t≥0, introduced by Belinschi and Nica [7], is defined to
be
Bt(µ) =
(
µ⊞(1+t)
)⊎ 1
1+t
, µ ∈ P.
B1 coincides with the Bercovici-Pata bijection ΛB from the Boolean convolution to the
free one. The reader is referred to [8] for the definition of ΛB. Let φ(µ) denote the free
divisibility indicator defined by
φ(µ) := sup{t ≥ 0 : µ ∈ Bt(P)}.
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A probability measure µ is ⊞-infinitely divisible if and only if φ(µ) ≥ 1. Moreover µ⊞t
exists for t ≥ max{1− φ(µ), 0}.
The following property was proved in [2].
Proposition 2.6. Let µ be a probability measure on R. Then φ(µ⊎t) = 1
t
φ(µ) for t > 0.
In particular, φ(µ) = sup{t > 0 : µ⊎t ∈ ID(⊞)}.
As a consequence, any Boolean stable law bρα has free divisibility indicator 0 or ∞,
depending on whether or not bρα is in ID(⊞). From this observation the first non-trivial
example of measures with φ(µ) =∞ was found.
Proposition 2.7. [2] The measure bρ1/2 is ⊞-infinitely divisible for any ρ ∈ [0, 1]. In
particular, φ(bρ1/2) =∞. Moreover, b
1
1/2 is free regular.
We will generalize this proposition in the following sections.
3 Free infinite divisibility of Boolean stable laws
In this section we completely solve the problem of the free infinite divisibility of the
Boolean stable law, that is, we prove Theorem 1.1. It suffices to consider bρα because the
free divisibility indicator and hence free infinite divisibility is invariant with respect to
the dilation and Boolean convolution with a point measure (see Proposition 3.7 of [2]).
To prove the free infinite divisibility of some Boolean stable laws, the following subclass
of ⊞-infinitely divisible distributions will be useful.
Definition 3.1. A probability measure µ is said to be in class UI if Fµ is univalent in
C+ and, moreover, F−1µ has an analytic continuation from Fµ(C
+) to C+ as a univalent
function.
The following property was used in [6]. See also [1] for applications.
Proposition 3.2. µ ∈ UI implies that µ is ⊞-infinitely divisible. Moreover, UI is closed
with respect to the weak convergence.
We now go on to the main results.
Proposition 3.3. Let 0 < α ≤ 1
2
, then bρα belongs to UI for any ρ ∈ [0, 1].
In the proof, the following fact is useful.
Proposition 3.4. Let γ ⊂ C be a Jordan curve and Jγ be the bounded open set surrounded
by γ. Let f : Jγ → C be an analytic map which extends to a continuous map from Jγ to
C. If f is injective on γ, then f is injective in Jγ and f(Jγ) is a bounded Jordan domain
surrounded by the Jordan curve f(γ).
For the proof, the reader is referred to [12], pp. 310, where the above fact is proved
for γ = {z ∈ C : |z| = 1}. The general case follows from the Carathe´odory theorem (or
Osgood-Taylor-Carathe´odory theorem), see [12], pp. 309.
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Proof of Proposition 3.3. We introduce some notations: lθ will denote the half line {re
iθ :
r ≥ 0}; CA will denote the region {z ∈ C\{0} : arg z ∈ A} for A ⊂ R, sup{|x−y| : x, y ∈
A} ≤ 2π.
Assume that α ∈ (0, 1
2
). The case α = 1
2
follows from the fact that UI is closed under
the weak convergence. Let φ := αρπ ∈ [0, απ] and F (z) := z + eiφz1−α. A key to the
proof is the angles
θ1 := −
φ
1 − α
, θ2 :=
π − φ
1− α
.
Since φ ∈ [0, απ], it holds that θ1 ∈ (−π, 0] and θ2 ∈ [π, 2π). Also we can see π < θ2−θ1 <
2π. It holds that F (lθ1 ∪ lθ2) ⊂ C
− ∪ R since
ImF (reiθ1) = r sin θ1 ≤ 0, ImF (re
iθ2) = r sin θ2 ≤ 0, r ≥ 0.
It is sufficient to prove that F is injective on lθ1 ∪ lθ2 for the following reason. Since
F (z) = z(1 + o(1)) uniformly as |z| → ∞, z ∈ C[θ1,θ2], F is injective on {z ∈ C : arg z ∈
[θ1, θ2], |z| > R} for sufficiently large R > 0. Therefore, if F is injective on lθ1∪lθ2 , it is also
injective on the curve ΓR := {re
iθ1 : 0 ≤ r ≤ R}∪{reiθ2 : 0 ≤ r ≤ R}∪{Reiθ : θ ∈ [θ1, θ2]}.
Now Proposition 3.4 implies that F is injective in the bounded domain surrounded by ΓR
for any large R > 0. Since F (lθ1 ∪ lθ2) ⊂ C
− ∪R and F (z) = z(1+ o(1)) as |z| → ∞, each
point of C+ is surrounded by F (ΓR) exactly once for large R > 0. This means that F is
injective in C(θ1,θ2) and F (C(θ1,θ2)) ⊃ C
+ and hence F−1 analytically extends to C+ as a
univalent map.
Now let us prove that F is injective on lθ1 ∪ lθ2. It holds that F (re
iθ1) = reiθ1 + r1−α ∈
C[θ1,0] and similarly F (re
iθ2) ∈ C[π,θ2] for any r > 0. Since 0 < θ2 − θ1 < 2π, the
intersection C[θ1,0] ∩ C[π,θ2] is empty. This means F (lθ1) ∩ F (lθ2) = {0}.
Therefore, we only have to prove that F is injective on each lθk . Suppose z, w ∈ lθ1
satisfy both z 6= w and F (z) = F (w). With the notation z = reiθ1 and w = Reiθ1 , it
holds that
eiθ1 = −
R1−α − r1−α
R− r
< 0, (3.1)
a contradiction. Hence F is injective on lθ1 . Similarly F is injective on lθ2 .
A similar method is applicable to a continuous Boolean convolution of Boolean stable
laws defined by
Fb(σ)(z) = z +
∫
(0, 1
2
]
eiαπz1−ασ(dα),
where σ is a positive finite measure on (0, 1
2
]. Symbolically one may write
b(σ) =
∫ ⊎
(0, 1
2
]
b1ασ(dα).
The function Fb(σ) maps C
+ into itself and satisfies limy→∞
Fb(σ)(iy)
iy
= 1, so that Fb(σ)
indeed defines a probability measure b(σ).
Theorem 3.5. The measure b(σ) is in UI. Moreover, φ(b(σ)) = ∞ and b(σ) is free
regular.
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Proof. We follow the notation of Proposition 3.3. Let F (z) := z +
∫
(0, 1
2
]
eiαπz1−ασ(dα).
We may assume that σ is supported on (0, β], where β ∈ (0, 1
2
); a general σ can be
approximated by such measures. Let θβ := −
βπ
1−β
∈ (−π, 0). Then the proof of Proposition
3.3 holds with the following modifications. From direct calculation, we can prove that
F (lθβ ∪ lπ) ⊂ C
− ∪ R and F (lθβ) ∩ F (lπ) = {0}. Assume that z = re
iθβ , w = Reiθβ satisfy
z 6= w and F (z) = F (w), then
eiθβ =
∫
(0,β]
ei((α+1)π+(1−α)θβ )
R1−α − r1−α
R − r
σ(dα).
Since (α+1)π+(1−α)θβ = π−
β−α
1−β
π ∈ (θβ+π, π], the above relation causes a contradiction
and this proves the injectivity on lθβ . Similarly, F is injective on lπ.
The property φ(b(σ)) = ∞ follows from Proposition 2.6 in combination with the
property b(σ)⊎t = b(tσ) ∈ ID(⊞). The free regularity is a consequence of Theorem 13
[3].
Proposition 3.6. Let 1
2
< α ≤ 2
3
and 2 − 1
α
≤ ρ ≤ 1
α
− 1, then bρα is freely infinitely
divisible, but bρα /∈ UI.
Proof. Let φ := αρπ and F = Fbρα . First we assume that (2α− 1)π < φ < (1−α)π. This
inequality implies θ1 ∈ (−π, 0) and θ2 ∈ (π, 2π). We will prove that φ(z) = F
−1(z) − z
has an analytic continuation to C+ with values in C− ∪ R.
We follow the notation of Proposition 3.3, but for simplicity, let U1 := C(θ1,π) and
U2 := C(0,θ2). In this case, θ2−θ1 > 2π, so that we have to consider a Riemannian surface
made of U1 and U2, glued on C
+. Let us consider the analytic maps Fi := F |Ui for i = 1, 2.
Following the arguments of Proposition 3.3, we can prove that Fi is univalent in Ui
for i = 1, 2. For example, let us consider i = 1. From simple observations, we find
F1(re
iθ1) = reiθ1 + r1−α ∈ C(θ1,0) and F1(−r) = −r + r
1−αei(φ+(1−α)π) ∈ C(φ+(1−α)π,π) for
any r > 0. Hence F (lθ1) ∩ F (lπ) = {0}.
If z = reiθ1, w = Reiθ1 satisfy z 6= w, F1(z) = F1(w), then (3.1) holds, which con-
tradicts the property θ1 ∈ (−π, 0). If z, w ∈ lπ, z 6= w, then e
i(φ+(1−α)π) = R−r
R1−α−r1−α
>
0, a contradiction. The above arguments imply F1 is univalent in U1 and F1(U1) ⊃
C(0,φ+(1−α)π). Similarly one can show that F2 is univalent in U2 and F2(U2) ⊃ C(φ,π). No-
tice that F1(U1)∪F2(U2) ⊃ C
+. These properties still hold for φ ∈ {(2α− 1)π, (1− α)π}
by taking limits.
The map F−1 extends analytically to C+ as follows:
F−1(z) :=
{
F−11 (z), z ∈ F1(U1) ∩ C
+,
F−12 (z), z ∈ F2(U2) ∩ C
+.
This map is well defined for the following reason. Notice that F1(U1 \C
+)∩F2(U2 \C
+) ⊂
C−. Indeed, F1(U1 \ C
+) ⊂ C(θ1,φ) and F2(U2 \ C
+) ⊂ C(φ+(1−α)π,θ2). If z ∈ F1(U1) ∩
F2(U2) ∩ C
+, then there are z1 ∈ U1 and z2 ∈ U2 with z = F1(z1) = F2(z2). Either z1 or
z2 shall be in C
+ because F1(U1 \C
+)∩F2(U2 \C
+) ⊂ C−. If z1 ∈ C
+(resp. z2 ∈ C
+), by
definition F1(z1) = F2(z1)(resp. F1(z2) = F2(z2)) and hence z1 = z2 from the univalence
of F2.
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Now, we see that φ(z) := F−1(z)− z maps C+ into C− ∪R. If z ∈ F (C+), then there
is w ∈ C+ such that φ(z) = w − F (w) and then Imφ(z) = Imw − ImF (w) ≤ 0 since
ImF (w) > Imw. If z /∈ F (C+) either z ∈ F1(U1) or z ∈ F2(U2). Assume without loss
of generality that z ∈ F1(U1). Then there is w ∈ U1 \ C
+ such that φ(z) = w − F1(w) =
w − z and then since Im z > 0 and Imw ≤ 0 we have Imφ(z) ≤ 0. This proves that
φ(z) = F−1(z)− z maps C+ into C− ∪ R and therefore bρα is freely infinitely divisible.
We prove that bρα /∈ UI. The sheets U1 and U2 have an intersection on C
−. If we take
a w from the intersection with sufficiently small |w|, then we can prove F1(w) 6= F2(w)
and F1(w), F2(w) ∈ C
+. This means F−1 is not univalent in C+.
The case (α, ρ) = (1, 1
2
) corresponds to the Cauchy distribution, which is freely in-
finitely divisible. Now we show that bρα does not belong to ID(⊞) for the remaining
parameters. First we consider the case α ≥ 1.
Let µ be ⊞-infinitely divisible and µt := µ
⊞t. For s ≤ t, a subordination function
ωs,t : C
+ → C+ exists so that it satisfies Fµs ◦ ωs,t = Fµt . This relation is equivalent to
Fµt(z) =
t/s
t/s− 1
ωs,t(z)−
z
t/s− 1
. (3.2)
It is proved in Theorem 4.6 of [5] that ωs,t and hence Fµt extends to a continuous function
from C+ ∪ R into itself.
Proposition 3.7. Boolean stable laws bρα are not ⊞-infinitely divisible in the following
cases:
(1) α ∈ (1, 2],
(2) α = 1 and ρ 6= 1
2
.
Proof. In these cases Fbρα(0) =∞, and hence Fbρα does not extend to a continuous function
on C+ ∪ R.
It only remains to discuss the case 1
2
< α < 1.
Proposition 3.8. Let 1
2
< α < 1, then bρα is not ⊞-infinitely divisible unless α ≤
2
3
and
2− 1
α
≤ ρ ≤ 1
α
− 1.
Proof. Let φ := αρπ and F (z) := Fbρα(z). Suppose φ < (2α − 1)π. A key quantity here
is the angle θ3 :=
φ+π
α
. It holds that π < θ3 < 2π and
F (reiθ3) = reiθ3 + eiφr1−αei(1−α)θ3 (3.3)
= (r − r1−α)eiθ3.
Hence F is not injective on lθ3 and F (lθ3) = {re
iθ3 : r ≥ −α(1 − α)
1−α
α }. On the other
hand, F (reiφ/α) = (r + r1−α)eiφ/α and then F is bijective from lφ/α onto itself. Let us
prove that the map F is univalent in C(φ/α,θ3).
We fix θ ∈ (φ/α, θ3). Then θ > φ + (1 − α)θ > θ − π and hence F (re
iθ) = reiθ +
r1−αei(φ+(1−α)θ) ∈ C(φ+(1−α)θ,θ). Since φ + (1 − α)θ > φ/α, F (lθ) does not intersect lφ/α
except at 0. Similarly to the proof of Proposition 3.3, F is injective on lθ, to conclude F
is univalent in C(φ/α,θ).
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Therefore, F maps C(φ/α,θ3) onto C(φ/α,θ3) \ {rz0 : r ∈ [0, 1]}, where z0 = −α(1 −
α)
1−α
α eiθ3. We can find 0 < r1 < r2 such that F (r1e
iθ3) = F (r2e
iθ3) = z0
2
∈ C+, so that
lim
ǫ→0+
F−1
(z0
2
+ ǫ
)
= r1e
iθ3
but
lim
ǫ→0−
F−1
(z0
2
+ ǫ
)
= r2e
iθ3 .
Hence the Voiculescu transform does not extend to C+ continuously.
The case φ > (1− α)π is analogous by choosing θ4 =
φ−π
α
∈ (−π, 0) instead of θ3.
4 Classical infinite divisibility of positive Boolean sta-
ble laws
For the convenience of the reader we start recalling basic facts on classical infinite divis-
ibility and completely monotonic functions. For µ, ν ∈ P, let µ ∗ ν denote the classical
convolution of µ and ν.
Definition 4.1. A probability measure µ is said to be ∗-infinitely divisible if for each
n ∈ N there exist µn such that µ = µ
∗n
n . We will denote by ID(∗) the set of ∗-infinitely
divisible measures.
Definition 4.2. A function f : (0,∞)→ R is said to be completely monotonic (c.m.), if
it possesses derivatives f (n)(x) for all n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . and if
(−1)nf (n)(x) ≥ 0, x > 0, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
The importance of complete monotonicity in relation to classical infinite divisibility is
given by the following well known criterion (see e.g. [13]).
Theorem 4.3. Let µ be a probability distribution on [0,∞) with absolutely continuous
density w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure. If the density is c.m. then the measure is in ID(∗).
We will use the following well known properties of c.m. functions.
Proposition 4.4. (1) If f(x) and g(x) are c.m., then f(x)g(x), f(x)+g(x) are also c.m.
(2) Let f(x) be c.m. and h(x) be a positive differentiable function. If h′(x) is c.m.
then f(h(x)) is also a c.m. function.
The density of the Boolean stable law on [0,∞) can be calculated as
b1α(dx) =
1
π
sin(απ)xα−1
x2α + 2 cos(απ)xα + 1
dx, x > 0,
for α ∈ (0, 1). This density is c.m. for α ≤ 1/2 by basic properties of c.m. functions, see
Proposition 4.4. Indeed, the function h(x) = x2α + 2 cos(απ)xα + 1 has a c.m. derivative
h′(x), so that 1
h(x)
is c.m. The function x
α−1
h(x)
is the multiplication of two c.m. functions
and hence is c.m. Thus we have shown the classical infinite divisibility together with the
free infinite divisibility:
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Theorem 4.5. The Boolean stable law b1α on [0,∞) belongs to ID(⊞)∩ID(∗) for α ≤ 1/2.
We note that b1α is a generalized gamma convolution (GGC) which is a class of ID(∗).
This fact follows from Theorem 2 of [11].
More generally the complete monotonicity is still true for continuous Boolean convo-
lutions of Boolean stable laws b(σ) and hence one concludes the following:
Theorem 4.6. The continuous Boolean convolution b(σ) =
∫ ⊎
(0, 1
2
]
b1ασ(dα) is in ID(⊞)∩
ID(∗) for any non-negative finite measure σ on (0, 1
2
].
Proof. The density of b(σ) is given by
1
π
·
∫
(0, 1
2
]
sin(απ)x−ασ(dα)(
x1/2 +
∫
(0, 1
2
]
cos(απ)x1/2−ασ(dα)
)2
+
(∫
(0, 1
2
]
sin(απ)x1/2−ασ(dα)
)2 , x > 0.
We first consider the case where σ is a finite sum of atoms: σ =
∑m
k=1 λkδαk , αk ∈ (0,
1
2
],
λk > 0. Then the density of b(σ) is given by
f(x)
πg(x)
, where
f(x) =
m∑
k=1
λk sin(αkπ)x
−αk ,
g(x) =
(
x1/2 +
m∑
k=1
λk cos(αkπ)x
1/2−αk
)2
+
(
m∑
k=1
λk sin(αkπ)x
1/2−αk
)2
.
The function f(x) is c.m. g(x) is a finite sum of {xβ : β ∈ [0, 1]} with positive
coefficients and hence g′(x) is c.m. Therefore, the density f(x)
πg(x)
is c.m.
For a general finite Borel measure σ, consider σn :=
∑n−1
k=0 σ
(
( k
2n
, k+1
2n
]
)
δ 2k+1
4n
. Then
dp
dxp
∫
(0, 1
2
]
eiαπx1/2−ασn(dα) converges to
dp
dxp
∫
(0, 1
2
]
eiαπx1/2−ασ(dα) locally uniformly on (0,∞)
for any integer p ≥ 0. This approximation argument shows that the denominator of the
density of b(σ) has c.m. derivative, and hence b(σ) itself has c.m. density.
5 Relations between Boolean, free and classical sta-
ble laws and multiplicative convolutions
We prove a reproducing property of Boolean stable laws with respect to the free multi-
plicative convolution. The free multiplicative convolution ⊠ of probability measures with
bounded support on [0,∞) is defined as follows [18]. Let X1, X2 be positive free ran-
dom variables following distributions µ1, µ2, respectively. Then the free multiplicative
convolution µ1 ⊠ µ2 is defined by the distribution of X
1/2Y X1/2. More generally, free
multiplicative convolution µ1⊠µ2 can be defined for any two probability measures µ1 and
µ2 on R, provided that one of them is supported on [0,∞); see [9].
Let sρα be the free strictly stable law characterized by
φsρα(z) = −e
iαρπz1−α, z ∈ C+,
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α ∈ (0, 1], ρ ∈ [0, 1]. Results of [4] and [8] show a reproducing property for ⊞-strictly
stable laws sθα:
s
ρ
1/(1+t) ⊠ s
1
1/(1+s) = s
ρ
1/(1+s+t) (5.1)
for ρ ∈ {0, 1
2
, 1}. This property is still unknown for general ρ ∈ [0, 1].
We show that the same reproducing property holds for bρα, including a new result for
general ρ ∈ [0, 1].
Proposition 5.1. (1) For any s, t > 0 and ρ ∈ {0, 1
2
, 1}, bρ1/(1+t) ⊠ b
1
1/(1+s) = b
ρ
1/(1+s+t).
(2) For any s, t > 0 and ρ ∈ [0, 1], sρ1/(1+t) ⊠ s
1
1/(1+s) is a ⊞-strictly stable law with
stability index 1
1+s+t
and bρ1/(1+t) ⊠ b
1
1/(1+s) is a ⊎-strictly stable law with stability index
1
1+s+t
.
Proof. (1) Since B1 is the Bercovici-Pata bijection from the Boolean convolution to the
free one, B1(b
ρ
α) = s
ρ
α. Moreover, B1 is a homomorphism with respect to ⊠ [7], and hence
(5.1) implies
B1(b
ρ
1/(1+t) ⊠ b
1
1/(1+s)) = B1(b
ρ
1/(1+s+t)),
and hence bρ1/(1+t) ⊠ b
1
1/(1+s) = b
ρ
1/(1+s+t) from the injectivity of B1.
(2) Suppose µ or ν is supported on [0,∞). Then the relation
(µ⊠ ν)⊎t = D1/t(µ
⊎t
⊠ ν⊎t) (5.2)
holds for t > 0, while
(µ⊠ ν)⊞t = D1/t(µ
⊞t
⊠ ν⊞t) (5.3)
holds for t ≥ 1; see Proposition 3.5 of [7]. Using (5.2),
(bρ1/(1+t) ⊠ b
1
1/(1+s))
⊎2 = D1/2
(
(bρ1/(1+t))
⊎2
⊠ (b11/(1+s))
⊎2
)
= D1/2
(
D21+t(b
ρ
1/(1+t))⊠D21+s(b
1
1/(1+s))
)
= D21+t+s(b
ρ
1/(1+t) ⊠ b
1
1/(1+s)).
By definition, bρ1/(1+t) ⊠ b
1
1/(1+s) is ⊎-strictly stable with stability index
1
1+s+t
. The proof
for the free case is similar.
This reproducing property combined with the fact bρ1/2 ∈ ID(⊞) shows that some
Boolean stable laws are in ID(⊞), giving an alternative look at Theorem 1.1.
Corollary 5.2. The Boolean stable law bρ1/n is freely infinitely divisible if n ∈ {2, 3, 4, · · · }
and ρ ∈ {0, 1
2
, 1}.
Proof. Since bρ1/2 ∈ ID(⊞) and b
1
1/2 is free regular by Proposition 2.7, b
ρ
1/2⊠b
1
1/2 = b
ρ
1/3 is
also freely infinitely divisible by Theorem 2.5. In a similar way, by induction, we conclude
that bρ1/n is ⊞-infinitely divisible for n ≥ 2.
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We note here an interplay among free, Boolean and classical stable laws. Let sα be a
free strictly stable law on [0,∞) and nα be a classical strictly stable law defined by
φsα(z) = −e
iαπz1−α, z ∈ C+,∫ ∞
0
e−xznα(dx) = e
−zα, z > 0.
Let ⊛ denote the classical multiplicative convolution:∫
[0,∞)
f(x)(µ⊛ ν)(dx) =
∫
[0,∞)2
f(xy)µ(dx)ν(dy)
for any bounded continuous function f on [0,∞). If sˇα and nˇα respectively denote the
push-forwards of sα and nα by the map x 7→ 1/x, then sα ⊠ sˇα = nα ⊛ nˇα for α ∈ (0, 1]
as proved in [8]. Moreover, this coincides with a Boolean stable law:
sα ⊠ sˇα = nα ⊛ nˇα = b
1
α.
This fact follows from the calculation of the density shown in Proposition A4.4 of [8].
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